
BN0707A Excel week 7  Lesson Plan 
 
Duration: 2 hour Training Method: Tutor-led Training 
Materials:  Energy Calculator DATA and Solution. 

Aims 

This course covers more advanced spreadsheet skills including absolute references, If statements, 3d Formulas, creating and 
using lists.  Also taught is more basic formulas and more formatting and printing options. 
 

1. More Formulas – 
Creating Calculator 

 Explain that you can use excel to carry out repetitive calculations to save time and investigate 
what if scenarios 

 Downloaded and save the Energy Calculator DATA from WebCT.  
 Explain this tool will help calculate the running costs of most household electric appliances to give 

an estimate of how much a monthly or quarterly electricity bill might be 
 Explain that all appliances have their wattage rating displayed – usually on a sticker.  The 

calculator works by converting the wattage to Kilowatts used per an hour and then by calculating 
how many hours a months the appliance is used and calculating the total Kilowatts used by the 
Kw/h unit price. 

 Demonstrate how to set  up the following formulas in the cells and auto-fill down the columns 
 C3  =B3/1000 
 D3  - Blank 
 E3  =C3*D3*$K$2               Explain absolute reference is needed because we are auto-filling down 

and we need to keep referring to the same cell 
 F3 – Blank 
 G3 =D3*F3*30 
 H3 =C3*F3*G3*$K$2 
 I3  =H3*3 
 Save the spreadsheet and demonstrate how to enter the usage data to calculate running costs 
 Give students a few moments to discuss and enter their own usage and answer any questions. 
 Explain that we will now subtotal the spreadsheet and calculate the daily charges and VAT 
 Demonstrate how to complete the following formulas 



 H36 – AutoSum H column 
 I36 – AutoSum I column 
 H37 =30*$K$3 
 I37 =90*$K$3 
 H38 =(H36+H37)*$K$4         Explain the use of brackets – you need to complete the addition prior 

to the multiplication – but excel follows BODMAS so you need to indicate via brackets with part of 
the calculation to complete first 

 I38 =(I36+I37)*$K$4 
 H39 =SUM(H36:H38) 
 I39 =SUM(I36:I38 
 
 If time is short demonstrate setting the calculator up and advise that they can finish this in their 

own time and the solution PDF will be posted in WebCT. 

2. Formatting and 
Printing 

 Show how to freeze panes and demonstrate how that improves usability 
 Select the first row and format cells to wrap text – discuss other alignment options 
 Show printing features  
 Go to print preview and show how Energy Calculator would currently print over 2 pages – go to 

page set up and change to landscape  
 Show how to print with the gridlines and without 
 Show second page and demonstrate how to fit to one page 
 Show how to add headers and footers 
 Close print preview and show how to include rows to repeat at the top of each page 

3. Review  Finish session with a review of the learning objectives 
 Understand the basics of using Excel 
 Use formulas and functions 
 Understand and use absolute references 
 Use advanced cell formatting and print options 

 


